Live Stream the 2017 National Conference
The Volunteer Management Professionals of Canada (VMPC), Administrators of Volunteer Resources BC
(AVRBC) and our sponsor, Better Impact have partnered to bring you day 2 of the 2017 National
Conference taking place on Friday, May 12 in Victoria, BC via a live stream feed over the internet.
This is the perfect opportunity for your volunteer centre, professional association or organization to
bring together your local volunteer management colleagues for a day of professional development and
networking. It is also a way for you to participate virtually in the conference and get involved in national
discussions via twitter.
The theme of the conference is Leading for Transformation and we have some exciting keynotes
planned to help you transform your own leadership and also guide you in navigating volunteers through
organizational change.

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS
Transform your Leadership
Christina Sestan, is an ambitious, energetic and dynamic coach, facilitator,
and speaker with fifteen years of organizational development experience,
focusing on leadership development and peak performance in a variety of
organizational settings. In her keynote, participants will have an
opportunity to examine their own unique leadership style while exploring
ways to leverage their impact in a way that creates more of the outcomes
they want while advancing the profession as a whole. Using relatable
anecdotes and simple models, this session will leave participants feeling
confident and able to apply their learning in new ways.

Leading through Organizational Change
Melissa Ketler has specialized for the past 10 years in the development of creating
high-functioning and effective teams. She has a focus on culture, leadership
development, organizational solutions, and employee engagement. She is a change
management specialist who knows that leading people through successful change
management requires a systematic process of effective communication and the
strategic involvement of people who will be affected. To ensure the change initiative
stays on time and on budget, it needs to be done right. Melissa’s keynote
presentation discusses what you will need to consider in forming the communication
approaches and the involvement of others in your change management initiative. At
the end of the session, participants should have a clear set of tools to successfully
lead people through organizational change.

LIVE STREAM SCHEDULE – May 12th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

VMPC Annual General Meeting (8am – 9:30am PST)
Keynote: Leading through Organizational Change (10am – 11:45am PST)
Hot Topic Panel Discussion (11:15 – 12noon PST)
Hot Topic Discussion Activity (on your own, materials provided)
Keynote: Transforming your Leadership (pre-recorded – choose when you watch it this day)

Cost
The cost to host a conference live stream event is $300. You are permitted to charge participants a fee
to participate to help cover or offset your costs. There is also even the potential to make a profit!
What you Get







Two exciting and educational keynote presentations
Hot topic panel presentation
Hot topic discussion facilitation instructions
Icebreaker and networking activity suggestions
Chance to feel part of the conference & participation via Twitter
Opportunity to connect in=person and network with your local colleagues

Technical Requirements
See the Remote Host Requirements document from Better Impact
To Register
Contact Lindsay Baker at pd@vmpc.ca to sign up for the live streaming option. Please make cheques
payable to AVRBC and mail to:
AVRBC Conference
c/o George Guthrie
#209, 655 W13th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5Z 1N8
Stay Connected
Conference details at www.avrbc.com/conference
Follow conference updates on Twitter at @VMPC_Canada or @AVRBC, on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/avrbc or on VMPC’s page on LinkedIn. #TransformVM2017
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